PHOTO USE PERMISSION: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Boeing_KC135Q_refueling_SR-71.JPEG
From Page 14 of the SR-71 Executive Handbook
With permission from David Allison, Leland Haynes, see www.sr71.com
“Hello, I am Charlie Vono. Just to be clear, I am the guy flying the airplane up front.
The person off-loading fuel to the supersonic supersecret recon aircraft.
Today, I’ll give you some background and a few stories about this, my first USAF
assignment.
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Go to my web site…charlesvono.com for more content and more background about
me.
(pick out one or two items on the list most appropriate for this audience this night.)
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Planetary missions 25,000 miles per hour, IUS solid rockets can’t do this Centaur
could
The other day it occurred to me that my career has been pretty much space and near
space. So I made this illustration.
Discuss: ICBM parabola, SR-71 altitude, if crowd seems interested discuss IUS ability
to loft heavy weight recon satellites or interplanetary missions.
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Just for fun.
Me in the 1960s, me in the 1970s.
If audience doesn’t have the background, explain the aircraft.
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on https://www.dvidshub.net/about/copyright.
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As I mentioned earlier, I’ll give some background or history, describe the SR-71 and is
mission. And then explain the KC-135Q and how it accomplished its mission.
I’ll throw in a few stories about what we did when all this high tech didn’t work.
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A crew member of an SS 'Z' Class airship about to throw a bomb from the rear cockpit
of the gondola. WWI aerial bombing wasn’t close to accurate. Note the fan on the aft
for fusing. Button on the front to trigger the explosion.
https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205215723
'Aerial bomb-aiming, 1916', URL: https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/photo/aerialbomb-aiming-1916, (Ministry for Culture and Heritage), updated 9-Jul-2014
Permitted use for these purposes:

Personal use for non-commercial research and private study and other uses under the
UK’s exceptions to copyright and those exceptions to copyright in place where the
user is located.
Use on websites that are primarily information-led, research-oriented and not behind
a paywall.
Use on personal social media accounts, provided the individuals are not promoting
themselves commercially.
Non-Commercial educational use for the purpose of teaching and instruction,
including internal training.
Downloading audio-visual for non-commercial offline listening or viewing.
Free exhibitions held in venues, which do not charge an entry fee.
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American Civil War: Balloon Corps
Union army Balloon Corps ground crew working on aeronaut Thaddeus S.C. Lowe's
balloon near Gaines Mill, Virginia, during the American Civil War, June 1, 1862;
photograph by Mathew Brady.
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. (reproduction no. LC-DIG-ppmsca-33091)
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Balloon-Corps#/media/1/2021543/197211
Thaddius Lowe really fun example of aeronautics in the Civil War
Megellan’s Victoria
Giza
Industrial Revolution gave rise to industrial warfare which gave rise to bombardment
of industry
British French US laws favored innovators
31.4 million Americans in 1860
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GUERNICA – Picasso goo - air -- nika
Signal Corps Aviation Section looked back on Civil War, WWI, Spanish Civil War “On War” Von
Clausswiss
Pol Pot: 1.7 million deaths
Ismail Enver Pasha: 2.5 million deaths
1,200,000 Armenians, 350,000 Greek Pontians, 480,000 Anatolian Greeks, 500,000 Assyrians
Kim Il Sung: 1.6 million deaths
Hideki Tojo: 5 million deaths
King Leopold II of Belgium: 2-15 million deaths
Adolf Hitler: 17 million deaths
Jozef Stalin: 23 million deaths
Mao Zedong: 49-78 million deaths
DescriptionGuernica by Pablo Picasso. 1937. Oil on canvas. 349 cm × 776 cm.
SourcePICASSO, la exposición del Reina-Prado. Guernica is in the collection of Museo Reina
Sofia, Madrid.
Source page: http://www.picassotradicionyvanguardia.com/08R.php (archive.org)
Portion usedThe entire painting. Because the image is a work of art, the entire image is needed to
identify the artwork, properly convey the subject and meaning intended by the artist, and avoid
misrepresenting the artwork.
Low resolution?The copy is of sufficient resolution for commentary and identification but considerably
lower resolution than the original. Copies made from it will be of inferior quality, unsuitable as a
replacement for the original artwork.
Other informationCopyright is likely held by Picasso's estate, but this is not certain due to the unusual
history surrounding this painting's donation to the people of Spain.
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Staff Sergeant Armstrong, ball turret gunner of Lieutenant Ashcraft's 305th Bomb Group B-17 Flying Fortress, part-way into his 'charge', the ball
turret of the aircraft. Passed for publication 17 Feb 1943. Handwritten caption on reverse: '305BG. Ashcraft's crew.' Printed caption on reverse:
'Fortress Crew. Associated Press Photo Shows:- The Ball Turret Gunner St.Sgt. Armstrnog, examines his charge before the takeoff. Contrary to
popular belief, he does not enter the turret from outside before takeoff but travels in the plane to the combat zone then rolls the turret right up
and enters from the inside. ASH.' Censor no: 249316. On reverse: Associated Press, US Army Press Censor ETO and US Army General Section Press
& Censorship Bureau [Stamps]. FRE 10457
https://b24.net
https://www.b24.net/MissionAnatomy.htm
Center slide ball turret photo from my collection from USAF Museum
I, the copyright holder of this work, hereby publish it under the following licenses:
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or
any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of
the license is included in the section entitled GNU Free Documentation License.
This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported, 2.5 Generic, 2.0 Generic and 1.0 Generic license.You are
free:to share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to remix – to adapt the work
Under the following conditions:attribution – You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made.
You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.
share alike – If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your contributions under the same or compatible licenseas
the original.
You may select the license of your choice.
B-24 combat boxes[edit]
B-24s of the 2nd Air Division, more difficult than B-17s to fly in formation at high altitudes and with more restricted cockpit visibility, used a
variation of the 27-plane group box. One element of each squadron (normally the uppermost in the middle/lead and high/right squadrons, and
lowermost in the low/left squadron) was moved to the outside of the formation so that it was abreast of the trailing element. This produced a
line formation that was 2,440 ft (740 m) wide and 700 ft (210 m) vertically, but only 320 ft (98 m) deep, reducing the time over target significantly.
The 96th Combat Bomb Wing further refined the formation during its bomb runs by shifting the lead squadron into the highest position, the
second squadron overlapping it in trail and 150 ft (46 m) lower, and the third squadron in file behind the second and another 150 feet lower. This
produced devastatingly accurate bombing results in the last months of the war.[16]
WIKIPEDIA
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In every major Naval Battle of WWII
Started as gunner in New Orleans
Dry dock during Pearl Harbor attack.
Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition!
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The mushroom cloud over Nagasaki. © IWM MH 2629
https://mapswire.com/info/public-domain-maps/ public domain map permission
One plane, one crew, one bomb, one city.
Sputnik in 1957. USSR flew right over the USA. Those not worried before, are now.
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PUNCH LINE: The most critical mission and it requires the most complex system
operating for decades without mistakes
Mission are tied to systems and systems are tied to missions
Definition of Complex
We don’t have all day so just look at one of the systems in the Triad, ICBMs
SLBMs survivable, hard to find
ICBMs responsive, on alert, target
Manned Bombers flexible, message
Trident II
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Associated Press Woman's Editor Dorothy Roe included a poem in her 1944 article
about the kitchen of the future. I found the article in the March 20, 1944 Charleston
Gazette (Charleston, West Virginia) and the poem is transcribed below.
I was born in 1952. Try to convey the feeling of optimism and technology.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1960_U-2_incident
http://www.area51zone.com/aircraft/u2.shtml
http://www.warbirdalley.com/f104.htm
F-104 USAF Photo 071204-F-9999J-027.JPG
Kelly Johnson
1950’s
https://www.af.mil/News/Photos/igphoto/2000350979/ USAF U-2 Photo
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020904-O-9999R-003.JPG USAF Photo
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http://www.nationalufocenter.com/artman/publish/article_215.php
This work has been released into the public domain by its
author, JimCollaborator at English Wikipedia. This applies worldwide.
In some countries this may not be legally possible; if so:
JimCollaborator grants anyone the right to use this work for any purpose, without any
conditions, unless such conditions are required by law.
The D-21 was initially designed to be launched from the back of an M-21 carrier
aircraft, a variant of the Lockheed A-12 aircraft.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Boeing_KC-135Q_refueling_SR-71.JPEG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SM-65_Atlas#/media/File:Atlas-B_ICBM.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_American_X-15#/media/File:X-15_flying.jpg
Public Domain
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One example of a rifle bullet about the same speed as the SR-71.
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Also, 338 Winchester Magnum 3000 ft./sec muzzle velocity
1800 KNOT S = 3,000 ft/ sec
1 KNOT = 1.69 ft/sec
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Back to the SR-71 and its capability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SR-71_Blackbird
Mention SR-72 Spy robot
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http://www.sr71.us/exec1.html
Detailed discussion of SR-71 need for fuel.
Take off with lower weight for sake of aircraft and nitrogen purging fuel tanks.
Dripping on tarmac. So even less fuel.
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40 pages of the executive hand book can be found here
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Image from movie “Airplane” fair use
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From Page 9 of the SR-71 Executive Handbook, with permission from David Allison,
Leland Haynes, see www.sr71.com
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http://www.sr71.us/exec1.html
Page 9
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This work has been released into the public domain by its author, Benjah-bmm27.
This applies worldwide
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Triethylborane-3D-balls.png
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At the end of air refueling, pressure disconnect instead of normal shut off.
Note fuel leaking over top. SR full!
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Sheffield Miller, admin for facebook Habubrats page
sheffieldmiller@comcast.net
Provenance: snapshot taken at an air show at RAF Mildenhall and passed along by a
friend who did not take it. Would love to get photographers name and permission
and back story.
Show here to illustrate wet underside on take off from leaking fuel during taxi for
takeoff.
HABUBRATS is a facebook group run by kids of SR-71 Dads. Habu Brats
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Each J58 engine -- 32,500 lbs of thrust each 59K to 170K weight
Date Taken:12.09.2009Date Posted:10.17.2012 15:37Photo
ID:729279Resolution:1536x1367Size:304.17 KBLocation:WASHINGTON, DC,
US Podcast Hits:0PUBLIC DOMAIN
NASA Identifier: NIX-EC93-03092-5

1000w_q95

NASA's SR-71 streaks into the twilight with full afterburner on the first night/science
flight from the Dryden Flight Research Facility, Mar. 9, 1993. Onboard were research
pilot Steve Ishmael and flight engineer Marta Bohn-Meyer. Mounted in the nose of
the SR-71 was an ultraviolet video camera aimed skyward to capture images of stars,
asteroids and comets. This flight checked the operation of the camera to insure the
air turbulence at Mach speeds and the vibration of the aircraft did not interfere with
the operation of the camera. The science portion of the flight is a project of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
Tell story of night flights every Tuesday at Beale AFB. In the dusk can see diamonds
reflected off of runway at rotation.
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Introduction to following charts
Wikicommons photo
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Habu.org David Allison photos of this KC-135T as a Q.
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Example of formation refueling for fighter aircraft from Pilot’s Manual.
Beale did more formation flying more routinely than other bases during the time I
flew.
Could tell the story here of the 6-ship Tanker C-141 debacle during Bright Star.
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Yes. 500' vertical; Half mile separation at 85 degrees off of lead's right wing. That way
the SR always had both of us in sight and could just slide over if need be.
Crossover went like this:
Lead would lose airspeed by climbing 1,000 feet and slide behind and over the right
and assuming the new 85 degree and 500' above position.
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